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FINDING CHRISTMAS AT
THE CENTER OF HISTORY

By Daniel Rector

MY FIRST CRISIS of faith was caused by

Santa Claus. I can remember walking out of
opening exercises in the Fairfax Ward Junior
Sunday School at Christmas time with the dev-
astating thought that if Santa Claus isn’t real,
then maybe the baby Jesus isn’t either. The
crisis passed soon enough when I became
convinced that my parents were very serious
about religion. And, like a Lamanite stripling
warrior, once I had no doubt that my parents
bdieved, that was enough for me.

My trouble with Santa Claus shows that my
child-like faith was dangerously bound up in a
child’s understanding. Since then I’ve dis-
cove:red a process that Bible scholars call
"deconstruction and reconstruction" which
allows understanding to change without jeo-
pardizing the fundamentals of faith. This proc-
ess is illustrated by my recent re-examination
of the New Testament Christmas stories using
the best source available, Raymond Brown’s The
Birth of The Messiah. Brown is a Catholic priest
and a believer in many of the supernatural
elements of the Bible. Using the same critical
methods that have caused him to affirm the
historicity of the synoptic gospels generally,
Brown presents evidence for the conclusion of
many mainline Bible scholars that the infancy
narratives in Matthew and Luke are figurative
and theological rather than historical in nature.

The consensus among these scholars is that
the nativity traditions developed late and were
added to the existing text of the gospds
because they portrayed in historical terms what
the Christian community was coming to under-
stand through revdation: that Jesus was divine
from his mother’s womb. If the newer, more
theologically devdoped infancy stories were
tacked in front of an older, more historical
Gospel collection, it would explain why the
common knowledge of the baby’s divinity in
these chapters disappears later on. The cut and
paste: theory also explains a complete lack of
corroboration, even in the subsequent chapters

of Matthew and Luke for the annunciations, the
virgin conception, or the birth at Bethlehem.

Inconsistencies between the accounts also
argue against their historicity. Brown’s analysis
reveals irreconcilable conflicts: where the fam-
ily comes from, why they are in Bethlehem, and
how they get to Nazareth afterwards.

Portions of the stories can be understood as
reworked Old Testament themes: Herod is
Pharaoh, slaughtering the innocents, and The
Magi are Balaam who saw a star rise out of
Jacob. Joseph has dreams and goes to Egypt like
his namesake patriarch, and John the Baptist’s
parents quote verbatim from Abraham and
Sarah. These allusions illustrate the evangelists’
message that Jesus embodied the literal fulfill-
ment of Israel’s hopes throughout history.

The major events of Christ’s ministry are
foreshadowed similarly. The miracles and
signs, the heavenly declarations, the joyful
acceptance by the lowly and contrite, the vio-
lent rejection by the proud and powerful, the
Messiah’s humiliation and his final victory are
dramatized to convey the significance of
Christ’s birth for all that would follow. The
meaning is clear: Christmas is the center of all
history.

Viewing the accounts figuratively does not
necessarily deny them a factual basis. Those
points common to both Matthew and Luke
such as the virgin birth may be part of a single
original tradition which evolved into two very
different stories. From this perspective, a short-
age of historical constraints would have worked
in the authors’ favor, permitting them to freely
express their theology in the characters of the
story. After all, Matthew and Luke were not
biographers but prophets; testators of a truth
not fully revealed in history.

This brings me back to Junior Sunday
School, but with a difference. "Finding out"
about the manger, the wise men and the star
has not precipitated a crisis of faith similar to
what I encountered because of Santa Claus.

Since then I’ve learned to differentiate between
the foundations of my faith anchored in religi-
ous experience, and the sometimes inaccurate
assumptions and interpretations surrounding
them.

Much of what I assume to be revealed truth
is in reality my own interpretation. This fact
becomes painfully clear when the weight of
evidence makes a belief no longer tenable. At
that point my challenge is to deconstruct and
reconstruct rather than abandon the bdief. This
involves separating revelation from interpreta-
tion, changing the interpretation based on the
new information, and then joining the two
again to form a new synthesis-a stronger testi-
mony built on new revelation as well as new
evidence. If a synthesis is not forthcoming, I
suspend judgement, shelving momentous con-
clusions until I have enough information to
reconcile the evidence with my experience.

As it applies to the infancy narratives, the
process of deconstruction and reconstruction
has shown that my faith rests on much firmer
foundations than the ones supporting the man-
ger in Bethlehem. I had assumed that the his-
toricity of the infancy stories was necessary to
the doctrine of Jesus’ divinity. Now I’m con-
vinced that my faith in Jesus Christ rests on my
own experiences with him rather than on his-
torical evidence. This appears to also have been
the case with the first Christians who, if we
credit Brown, were trusting in Christ’s divinity
a generation before the nativity stories.

This brings me to a new synthesis of faith
and understanding about the infancy narra-
tives. I see that they are an effect rather than the
cause of Christian faith in Jesus as Lord-outgr-
owths of the redemptive experience which is
the true bedrock of Christianity. They are also
a testimony to the truth that all God’s works in
history, past and future, and all the hopes and
dreams of God’s people converge at the coming
of his son into the world.

My study of the New Testament Christmas
stories forces me to rely more on my own
religious experience rather than external evi-
dence. However, I’ve found that my testimony
is more reliable after weathering the challenge.
The process has also focused my attention on
the message of the stories rather than on the
mere sequence of events. More than ever I am
moved by the irony of God’s condescension in
coming to the world as a king born in a stable.
And I see that we can no more avoid a decision
for or against Christ than could Herod or the
shepherds. The power of these stories is not in
their evidence, but in the crucial centrality and
the universal implications of Christ’s advent
which they so dramatically and compellingly
portray.
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